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ABSTRACT
There is an increasing interest in models for discrete valued time series. Among them
the integer autoregressive heteroskedacity (INARCH) is a model that has found several
applications at the past. In the present paper we study the problem of model selection
for such a model. Namely, we consider that observations conditional on the past follow a
Poisson distribution where its mean depends on its past mean values and on past obser-
vations. First, parameters’ estimation is done, considering a model with order (p, q). For
the parameters’ estimation, we use a new Bayesian approach and considering stationarity
conditions as information, we define truncated normal prior distributions to satisfy them.
Second, a comparison between models of different orders is done by using DIC allowing
thus model selection. A real data application is given. Other related questions such as
model’s prediction and adjustment are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Discrete valued time series data occur in several disciplines as for example,
finance, criminology, epidemiology, sports, just to name few. There is also an
increasing interest for such models, see for example the recent book of Weiss
(2018).

Models for univariate count time series can be split into two main categories
(see, e.g. Cox (1981)). The first one is known as parameter driven models intro-
duced by Zeger (1988) where the time autocorrelation comes from an underlying
latent process for the mean of the discrete valued process. While such approaches
allow to connect the models to the well known time series models for Gaussian
data, the latent process is hard to be estimated and hence application of such
models, despite their flexibility, is hard. The second category is the so called ob-
servation driven models where the current observations are mapped to the past
observations. This allows for easier construction and estimation of the model but



due to the discreteness and the positivity of the counts special treatment is needed.
In this category popular models are the Integer Autoregressive (INAR) models
of Al-Zaid and Al-Osh (1987). In this class of models, the Integer Autregres-
sive Conitional Heteroscedastic Model (INARCH) plays an important role. The
model was introduced by Ferland et al. (2006) and developed further in Fokianos
et al. (2009). The model has a feedback mechanism for the mean process which
is related deterministically with its past values together with past observations.
INARCH models and their extended versions have been proven to be very suc-
cessful in modeling the volatility of count time series.

As mentioned already there are some differences between the two main families
of models for discrete valued time series. Parameter driven models while produce
a more flexible band of models are hard to estimate and thus observation driven
models have gained more applications in practice. On the other hand observation
driven models can have again a wide range of different models and properties
mainly on the way the past observations influence the current ones. For a review
on different approaches you can see Fokianos (2001). Fokianos et al. (2009)
considered that the conditional distribution of Yt given the past values is Poisson.
Other alternative approaches where the parameter random variables Y1, Y2, ..., Yt
are independent and the conditional distribution of Yt is specified by a negative
binomial, a generalized Poisson or a COM-Poisson distribution are proposed by
Zhu (2011, 2012a, 2012b). For a zero-inflated Poisson INGARCH see Zhu (2012c).
Those studies investigate the estimation of the model’s parameters via classical
approaches such as maximum likelihood and conditional least squares.

In this paper we apply a full Bayesian approach for estimating the Poisson
INARCH model using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach. First, we consider
the stationarity conditions. In our case, conditions of stationarity are determin-
istic and used for the definition of the prior distributions. Second, for a given
number of nested INARCH/INGARCH models we provide Bayesian estimation
via Metropolis-Hasting steps. Third, by using DIC criterion we make a choice
for the best model. Implementations for the INARCH(1) and INGARCH(p, q)
models where p, q = 1, 2, are presented.

2. The INGARCH model

Consider a time series Yt, t = 1, . . . , T , where Yt takes values on the set of
integers {0, 1, . . .}. We consider that Yt given the past values follows a Poisson
distribution with parameter λt linked linearly with its past values and its past
observations, namely

Yt | FYt ∼ Poisson(λt) (1)



where FYt is the σ-field generated by {Ys : s ≤ t} and

λt = b0 +

p∑
i=1

αiλt−i +

q∑
j=1

bjyt−j , (2)

where b0, bi and αj , i = 1, . . . , p and j = 1, . . . , q are assumed to be positive.
Initial values Y0 and λ0 are fixed. Considering Poisson distributions, conditional
mean E[Yt | Ft−1] and conditional variance V ar[Yt | Ft−1] are equal to the pa-
rameter λt. The formula in equation (2) is a recurrent formula and is complicated
when computational methods are used. The model is observation driven since the
lambdas are not stochastic.

According to the work of Bollerslev(1986) and using the conditional expecta-
tion properties for discrete parameters

E[E[Yt | Ft−1]] = E[Yt]. (3)

We need conditions of stationarity of INGARCH models. Based on the results of
Goldberg (1958) a necessary and sufficient condition for an INGARCH process to
be stationary is given by

p∑
i=1

αi +

q∑
j=1

bj < 1. (4)

This equation with the combination of positivity of parameters αi and bj provide
conditions of stationarity. This assumption is useful as a-priori information for the
Bayesian estimation of the parameters when Metropolis-Hastings steps are used.
Equation (2) is computationally intensive when MCMC methods are used for the
parameter’s estimation of low models’ order because each current value of λt is
based on its past values and observations. An alternative formula was proposed
by Fokianos and Fried (2010) but is inefficient when computational methods are
used. This is given by

λt = b0
1− αt1
1− α1

+ b1

t−1∑
i=1

αi1Yt−(i+1). (5)

3. Bayesian estimation

For the estimation of the parameters we apply a Bayesian approach. The
posterior distribution can be derived as usual by

π(θ | y) =
f(y | θ)π(θ)

f(y)
∝ f(y | θ)π(θ) (6)

where denominator is the marginal likelihood and is calculated by equation

f(y) =

∫
f(y | θ)π(θ)dθ , (7)



f(y | θ) is likelihood function and π(θ) is prior distribution.
The likelihood of the model was given by Fokianos et al. (2009), Fokianos and

Fried (2010). It is easy to see that

L(θ | y) =

T∏
t=1

e−λtλytt
yt!

(8)

where λt is expressed via equation (2) or (5) and θ = (θ1, . . . , θp+q) = (α1, . . . , αp,
b1, . . . , bq) is the vector of the unknown parameters. The loglikelihood function is

l(θ | y) = logL(θ | y) =
T∑
t=1

[Yt log λt − λt] =
T∑
t=1

lt(θ). (9)

Differentiations of this function give the score function

∂l(θ)

∂θi
=

(
∂λt
∂θi

)(
Yt
λt
− 1

)
. (10)

In our case evaluation of π(θ | y) is analytically untractable so numerical methods
are necessary for the calculation of the posterior densities. Conditions of station-
arity are used for the definition of the prior distributions. So considering that∑p

i=1 αi +
∑q

j=1 bj < 1 we choose as priors truncated normal distributions so as
to satisfy the stationarity criteria. Namely we assume that

• αi ∼ truncatednormal(µi, σi), 0 <
∑p

i=1 αi < 1

• bj ∼ truncatednormal(µj , σj), 0 <
∑q

j=1 bj < 1−
∑p

i=1 αi

• b0 ∼ truncatednormal(µ0, σ0), b0 > 0

Then the joint posterior distribution is

π(θ | y) ∝
T∏
t=1

e−λtλt
yt

yt!

× e
−1

2σ21
(α1−µ1)2

× · · · × e
−1

2σ2p
(αp−µp)2

× e
−1

2σ20
(b0−µ0)2

× · · · × e
−1

2σ2q
(bq−µq)2

Because joint posterior density is complex, we calculate full conditional posterior
densities. For example full conditional posterior density for the parameter α1 is

π(α1 | y, bj , αi) ∝
T∏
t=1

e−λtλt
yt × e

−1

2σ21
(α1−µ1)2

, i = 2, . . . , p, j = 0, 1, . . . , q (11)



where λt is expressed by (2) or (5). Those distributions have complicated forms so
Metropolis-Hastings steps are used to simulate from using a proposal distribution
q(θcani ).

In order to implement the Mtropolis-Hastings steps, a crucial problem is the
choice of proposal densities. In our work we choose as prior densities Normal
distributions N(µ, u2)

1. Propose a candidate value of θcani = θj+1
i from a distribution with density

q(θcani | θj1, θ
j
2 . . . θ

j
p+q) = N(θji , u

2),

where u2 is the Metropolis-Hasting step and is appropriate for the conver-
gence of the algorithm. Considering that the interval is (0,1), in all cases
N(θji , u

2) = N(θji , 0.022 < u2 < 0.22).

2. Next value is chosen as

θj+1
i =

{
θcani , p

θji , 1− p

3. Probability p is calculated as

p = min

{
1,
π(θcan1 | θj2, . . . , θ

j
p+q)

π(θj1 | θ
j
2, . . . , θ

j
p+q)

q(θj1 | θcan1 , θj2, . . . , θ
j
p+q)

q(θcan1 | θj1, θ
j
2, . . . , θ

j
p+q)

}
.

In our case for the reason of symmetry of proposal density probability p is
calculated as

p = min

{
1,
π(y | θcan1 )π(θcan1 )

π(y | θ1)π(θj1)

}
.

4. Application

We illustrate the theory by presenting a real data application to estimate the
parameters for each of six INGARCH models and to compare those models.

INGARCH(1,0) λt = b0 + α1λt−1
INGARCH(0,1) λt = b0 + b1yt−1
INGARCH(1,1) λt = b0 + α1λt−1 + b1yt−1
INGARCH(1,2) λt = b0 + α1λt−1 + b1yt−1 + b2yt−2
INGARCH(2,1) λt = b0 + α1λt−1 + α2λt−2 + b1yt−1
INGARCH(2,2) λt = b0 + α1λt−1 + α2λt−2 + b1yt−1 + b2yt−2

Table 1: All models to be used in this study



The data consist of monthly counts of poliomyelitis cases in the United States
from 1970 to 1983 (168 observations) reported by the Center for Disease Control
and discussed in Zeger (1988) among others. Those data have been discussed also
by Zhu (2010) for INGARCH models. So there is literature in low order time
series parameter driven models. Figures 1-2 present the original series,the ACF
and the PACF of the series.

Figure 1: Series of polio dataset

Figure 2: ACF (left) and PACF (right) for the polio datset

4.1 Chains’ Convergence

We applied all the models from Table 1 using the MCMC described in the
previous section. To save space we present convergence diagnostics and namely
the ergodic mean for the parameters of the INGARCH(2,2) model in Figure 3.



Figure 3: Ergodic means for the parameters of the INGARCH(2,2) model

Table 2: Estimated posterior means, posterior medians and posterior sd for each of six
INGARCH models

Model b0 b1 α1 b2 α2

INGARCH(0,1) mean 0.856 - 0.371 - -
median 0.853 - 0.370 - -
sd 0.097 - 0.065 - -

INGARCH(1,0) mean 0.894 0.331 - - -
median 0.914 0.311 - - -
sd 0.278 0.205 - - -

INGARCH(1,1) mean 0.348 0.622 0.200 - -
median 0.347 0.623 0186 - -
sd 0.067 0.149 0.117 - -

INGARCH(1,2) mean 0.654 0.338 0.117 0.076 -
median 0.657 0.338 0.090 0.067 -
sd 0.131 0.068 0.099 0.052 -

INGARCH(2,1) mean 0.546 0.325 0.192 - 0.087
median 0.538 0.324 0.184 - 0.066
sd 0.147 0.066 0.110 - 0.076

INGARCH(2,2) mean 0.554 0.310 0.118 0.076 0.100
median 0.554 0.310 0.097 0.068 0.076
sd 0.139 0.069 0.096 0.053 0.088



The characteristics from the posterior distributions as obtained with the MCMC
for all the models fitted can be seen in Table 2. The role of its parameter is some-
what different and thus no direct comparison is possible. For some of them the
posterior standard deviation is large perhaps implying that the parameter can be
ignored as zero is a plausible value.

4.2 Posterior densities

We depict histograms from the posterior distributions for model INGARCH(2,2)
in Figure 4 to give an idea on the form of the posteriors. The dotted line is the
kernel density estimate while the vertical lines are the posterior means. For pa-
rameters a the posterior is concentrated close to 0, and it has a decreasing shape.
For b2 we have much less variance than other parameters but again the posterior
draws are concentrated towards 0. Parameter b0 that relates directly to the mean
and not on previous values has larger variance but a more normal shape.

Figure 4: Posterior densities for each parameter of INGARCH(2,2) model

Figure 5 shows the scatter-matrix of the draws from the posterior distribu-
tion. As expected due to the stationarity conditions there is negative relationship
between the parameters, some of them being close jointly to zero in many cases.



Figure 5: Scatter-matrix based on the posterior draws for all the parameters of
INARCH(2,2) model

4.3 Model Choice

A very important aspect in time series modelling is to determine the order of
the model among several candidates. This aspect has been neglected mostly for
discrete valued time series. Here based on the output from several INGARCH
type models we will attempt model selection based on information criteria. The
idea is to identify the more suitable model among a series of candidates with
different values of p and q implying different effects in the specification of the
mean.

For the selection of the best model there are several criteria, perhaps the most
well known being AIC, BIC, DIC criteria. In Bayesian estimation two of those
are appropriate. BIC criterion is appropriate because include Bayes factor and is
given by



• BIC = k log(T )− 2 ∗ log(L(y | θ̂)) = k log(n)− 2D(θ̂)

• DIC = D(θ) + pD = ”goodness of fit” + ”complexity”

where
• k is the number of parameters
• T is the sample size
• D(θ) = −2 logL(y | θ)
• pD = Ey|θ(D(θ))−D(Ey|θ(θ)) = (D(θ)) +D(θ)

There are some differences between those criteria. BIC attempts to define the
”true ” model and requires specification of the number of parameters. On the
other hand DIC criterion concerns predictive ability and it estimates the effective
number of parameters. In our work, we are interested to make prediction as it is
commonly the case for time series. Therefore we use DIC criterion for the choice
of the appropriate model.

Values of DIC for all the models can be seen in Table 3. DIC selects the
INGARCH(1,2) as the best model but note that INGARCH(1,1) is too close
taken into account the uncertainty due to Monte Carlo. Looking back in Table 2
one can notice that the extra parameter between the two models is very small in
value perhaps implying that it can be considered as 0.

Table 3: Results based on DIC criterion, * indicates the selected model.

Model DIC D(θ) pD
INGARCH(0,1) 283.28 279.09 1.929

INGARCH(1,0) 320.92 318.84 1.03

INGARCH(1,1) 282.11 276.81 2.65

INGARCH(1,2) 282.01∗ 276.73 2.63

INGARCH(2,1) 283.28 277.901 2.689

INGARCH(2.2) 283.26 278.260 2.501

4.4 Prediction

Forecasting a future (or missing) value of an observation yf is based on the
predictive distribution

f(yf | y) =

∫
f(yf | θ)π(θ | y)dθ. (12)

This integral is analytically untractable. Therefore computational methods could
be used for this calculation.



In this work we use posterior means as estimators and we fit them at the
equation of λt. In Figure 6 we plot the estimated means based on (2) from five
candidate models. The reported values are the averages over all the draws from
the posterior for each model. The differences are very small as one can see in
this Figure. The means are following closely the data indicating a rather good fit
for most of the model (recall that their DIC were quite close) apart from some
models with few parameters that give different predictions.

Figure 6: Fitted mean values from five INGARCH(p,q) values. Red= INGARCH(1,1),
Green= INGARCH(1,2), Blue = INGARCH(2,1), Purple=INGARCH(2,2), Grey=
INARCH(1)

5. Further Work

In this paper we presented Bayesian estimation and model selection for the
family of INGARCH models using MCMC approach. The existing papers used
either maximum likelihood or conditional least square approaches, so our method
is novel to this extend. Bayesian approach allows to incorporate prior information,
including stationarity conditions. A real data application to the well known polio



data set is given performing also model selection based on DIC.
There are quite a lot of interesting issues for further exploitation. In our

future work we aim to contribute into several topics. For example, in this paper
we treated only the linear model for the feedback equation. Fokianos et al. (2011)
proposed a logarithmic model that removed the assumption of positive parameters
and thus making the model and its estimation more realistic. The model assumes
for the simple case q = p = 1 that

Yt | FYt ∼ Poisson(λt)

νt = log λt = b0 + ανt−1 + b log(1 + Yt−1) (13)

and hence is log-linear in the sense that it models the logarithm of the mean in
a suitable way. In a certain sense is more natural because of the discrete and
positive nature of the count time series data. For this model, for example, we do
not need to restrict the parameters a and b to be positive as in our model and this
perhaps can be quite helpful to set up the MCMC approach (no need to enforce
constraints in the prior). On the other hand the choice to inflate the zero values
in order to be able to take the logarithm can be arbitrary.

In addition, further computational improvements are needed to speed up the
proposed MCMC. Furthermore, in the present paper model selection was based on
DIC and a series of fitted models. As an alternative one may implement a trans-
dimensional MCMC. A trans-dimensional MCMC that could visit all candidate
models and jumps between them could perform model selection in a more concrete
way. Finally extension to bivariate INGARCH models like that in proposed by
Liu(2016) is relatively straightforward.

6. ΠΕΡΙΛΗΨΗ

Στην παρούσα εργασία μελετάται το πρόβλημα μοντελοποίησης ενός αυτοπαλιν-

δρομόυμενου ετεροσκεδαστικού μοντέλου (INARCH) χρονοσειρών που μπορούν να
πάρουν μόνο διακριτές τιμές. Στο συγκεκριμένο μοντέλο θεωρούμε ότι οι παρατηρήσεις

ακολουθούν την κατανομή Ποισσον και ότι η μέση τιμή βασίζεται σε προηγούμενες

τιμές της αλλά και σε προηγούμενες παρατηρήσεις. Αρχικά γίνεται εκτίμηση των

παραμέτρων του μοντέλου, θεωρώντας ένα μοντέλο τάξεως (p, q), όπου τα p, q
παίρνουν διάφορες τιμές έως 2. Για την εκτίμηση των παραμέτρων χρησιμοποιούμε

την Μπευζιανή προσέγγιση και λαμβάνοντας υπόψη τις συνθήκες στασιμότητας ως

πληροφορία, ορίζουμε ως a− priori truncated normal κατανομές. Στην συνέχεια
γίνεται σύγκριση των μοντέλων διαφορετικών τάξεων μεταξύ τους με βάση την εφαρ-

μογή τους σε πραγματικά δεδομένα και με χρήση του κριτηρίουDIC γίνεται η επιλογή
του καταλληλότερου μοντέλου για τα συγκεκριμένα δεδομένα. Θέματα σχετικά με

την πρόβλεψη αλλά και την προσαρμογή του μοντέλου επίσης περιγράφονται.

Λέξεις κλειδιά: INARCH, κατανομή Poisson, truncatednormal,DIC, πρόβλεψη,
προσαρμογή
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